
SIMD – Why does ISD use population weighting? 

The reason why ISD use population weighting is that ISD are concerned with the x% most 

deprived population not the x% most deprived areas.  When DZs were set up the population 

sizes very closely matched the decile bandings (e.g. 10% most deprived DZs did contain 

around 10% of Scottish population).  However, as time has moved on and housing in areas 

has changed this population split is no longer achieved. Population-weighting the ranked 

DZs gets the closest match as possible to the x% most deprived population. It does not have 

a big impact on the results but is particularly important in areas such as resource allocation 

where some DZs fall within or outwith the 15% most deprived areas who receive extra 

funding. 

Considering the number of data zones that lie in the 15% most deprived category the SG 

methods yields 975 whereas the ISD method reports 1,030, therefore a difference of 55 

data zones. Normally ISD analyses use numerators and denominators for population-

weighted deprivation categories (e.g. quintiles or deciles), and it is population-weighted 

categories which are held within ACaDMe and the ISD lookup files for SIMD geographies and 

for data zone populations. It is important not to mix these data with unweighted deprivation 

categories used by the Scottish Government (SG) and National Records of Scotland (NRS). 

Always stipulate in your results whether your categories are population-weighted or 

unweighted. 

The advantage of the population-weighted approach is that it identifies approximately the 

same percentage of the population in each quintile, for the year to which the SIMD release 

relates (e.g. 2007 for SIMD 2009). This has particular advantages in work on resource 

allocation. 

Please bear in mind, however, that over time some or all data zones will lose or gain 

population due to patterns in births, deaths and migration, and as a result of planned 

housing demolitions and new build. This means that even population-weighted SIMD 

quintiles will tend to drift away from containing approximately a fifth of the population over 

time. For example, for SIMD 2009 population-weighted quintiles, each differed from the 

target fifth of the total population by 60-600 people in 2007, but by 2,000-14,000 people 

three years later in 2010. Therefore it is best to use rates or percentages rather than 

numbers of events to compare data for deprivation quintiles or other categories. 

 


